
Learn Numbers: 20 Perfect Gift Ideas for
Babies, Toddlers, and Small Kids this
Christmas
Christmas is just around the corner, and what better way to celebrate than by
giving your little ones the perfect gift that both entertains and educates them?
Whether you have a baby, toddler, or a small kid, learning numbers is an
essential skill that sets the foundation for their academic and cognitive
development. So, if you're on the lookout for the best gifts that promote number
recognition and counting skills, you've come to the right place!

In this article, we have compiled a list of 20 perfect gift ideas that will make
learning numbers a fun and engaging experience for your little learners. From
interactive toys to educational books and games, these gifts cater to various age
groups and interests, ensuring there's something for every child. Let's dive in!

1. Counting Blocks

These colorful and stackable counting blocks are perfect for babies and toddlers.
They not only introduce numbers but also enhance fine motor skills and hand-eye
coordination. With these blocks, your child can build towers while learning to
count.
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2. Number Puzzle

A number puzzle is a great gift for preschoolers. By piecing together numbers in
the correct order, children can learn to recognize and sequence numbers in a
playful way. This gift also strengthens problem-solving abilities.

3. Alphabet and Numbers Playmat

A playmat featuring both alphabets and numbers is an excellent educational gift
for toddlers. It provides an interactive space for learning and encourages children
to engage in physical activities, such as jumping or dancing on specific numbers.

4. Number Flashcards

Flashcards are fantastic tools for introducing numbers to young kids. They are
compact, easy to handle, and visually stimulating. Using flashcards regularly
develops number recognition and improves memory skills.

5. Interactive Number Chart

An interactive number chart is an innovative gift that promotes number sense.
With a press of a button, children can hear the pronunciation and see the
representation of each number. This interactive learning experience makes
memorizing numbers enjoyable.

6. Counting Board Game
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A counting board game is perfect for family game nights and helps children
develop basic math skills while having fun. Such games often involve counting
spaces, using dice, and strategizing to reach the finish line.

7. Number-themed Books

Children's books with number themes are an excellent way to introduce counting
and numerical concepts. Look for books with colorful illustrations and captivating
stories that make learning numbers an exciting adventure.

8. Number Stacking Cups

Stacking cups with numbers printed on them combine play and learning. Babies
and toddlers can learn to stack cups while discovering numbers at the same time.
This gift helps develop hand-eye coordination and cognitive skills.

9. Talking Calculator

A talking calculator is a unique gift that not only helps with basic math calculations
but also introduces numbers in a fun way. It can make learning numbers a more
interactive and engaging experience for small kids.

10. Shape Sorter with Numbers

A shape sorter toy with numbers allows children to fit different shapes into their
corresponding holes while learning number recognition. This gift sharpens
problem-solving abilities and promotes fine motor skills.

11. Number-themed Jigsaw Puzzles

Number-themed jigsaw puzzles combine the joy of puzzle-solving with numerical
concepts. These puzzles often have numbers as pieces, and kids need to
complete the puzzle by arranging the numbers in the correct order. It's a great
way to reinforce number recognition.



12. Musical Number Toy

A musical number toy introduces numbers in a melodious way. Kids can press
different buttons to hear different numbered tunes, making learning numbers a
delightful experience accompanied by catchy tunes.

13. Number Bean Bags

Bean bags with numbers are perfect for active children. You can create various
games where kids have to recognize and catch the bean bags with specific
numbers. It encourages physical activity while enhancing numerical skills.

14. Number Balloons

Have a festive and educational celebration with number balloons. Kids can learn
numbers by playing with colorful balloons, helping them associate the shapes and
sounds of numbers with a fun activity.

15. Number-themed Coloring Books

Coloring books with number themes allow children to color pictures while learning
numbers. These books often have coloring pages illustrating numbers and
corresponding objects, providing an enjoyable way to learn and be creative.

16. Magnetic Number Set

Magnetic number sets are a great gift for kids who love playing with magnets.
They can arrange the numbers on the refrigerator or a magnetic board,
reinforcing number recognition in a playful manner.

17. Educational Number Apps

Educational apps with number-focused activities are perfect for tech-savvy kids.
These apps often include interactive games, puzzles, and quizzes, allowing



children to explore numbers in a digital and engaging way.

18. Number-themed Building Blocks

Building blocks with numbers provide an exciting way for kids to learn while
constructing imaginative structures. With numbered blocks, children can stack,
count, and create their own number sequences.

19. Number Stickers and Charts

Decorate your child's room with number stickers and charts. These visual aids
serve as constant reminders of numbers, helping in their recognition and
memorization. You can also engage kids in activities like counting objects or
sticking the correct number on a chart.

20. Number Puzzles with Dials

Number puzzles with dials are perfect for children who are slightly older and
ready for more complex challenges. They can rotate dials to solve the puzzles,
enhancing critical thinking and number manipulation skills.

These 20 gift ideas are sure to make learning numbers an enjoyable and
interactive experience for your little ones. Whether your child is a baby, toddler, or
a small kid, there's something on this list that will pique their interest and promote
their mathematical growth.

So, this Christmas, choose a gift that not only brings joy but also helps your child
develop essential numerical skills. Learning numbers should never be boring, and
with these perfect gifts, your little learner will be counting their way to greatness!
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Christmas - One Two Santa Flew! Counting Rhymes - Itsy Bitsy
Book

Welcome to Itsy Bitsy World!

This is a Christmas edition of Counting Rhymes with Numbers 1-20! Previous
books were the same series for Halloween and Christmas.

The Baby will be engrossed by friendly illustrations of Christmas Santa on
Airplane, Santa Claus Surfing, Reindeer, Rodolph, Elves, Penguins, and
more...Kid can learn in a funny way colorful numbers.

The book includes:

45 pages

size 8.5 x 8.5 - PERFECT for small hands

high-quality white paper

glossy colorful cover
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Super Gift to celebrate Christmas with your Itsy Bitsy girl or boy.

Also, click on my Author Name and look at other lovely books for children

Put a SMILE on your KID or FFRIEND'S KID face!

Scroll up and click the BUY NOW Button! 

ENJOY!
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the Legend
Deep within the heart of the Pacific Northwest lies a place of intrigue and
wonder - Cougar Cove. Shrouded in mystery, this hidden gem harbors
many secrets, but none as...

Summers In France with Kathryn Ireland: A
Dreamy Escape
A French Escapade like No Other When it comes to picturesque summer
destinations, France definitely takes the cake. The beautiful landscapes,
rich history, and mouthwatering...
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10 Hand Embroidery Ideas for Beginners -
Unleash Your Creativity!
Embroidery has been a beloved form of art and creative expression for
centuries. It is the process of embellishing fabric or other materials with
needle and...
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It was an era when the world was at war, and the indomitable spirit of
bravery and resilience was needed more than ever. In the midst of the
chaos, a legendary ship named...
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as long as anyone can remember. It all began when Freddy, a
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Welcome to the world of historical mysteries with Felicity Merriman, an
adventurous young girl living in Williamsburg during the Revolutionary
War era. In the "Traitor In...
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